THE LORD IS MY SHEPHERD

REFRAIN  Gently (♩ = ca. 124)

Dadd9

A/D

Gadd9

The Lord is my shepherd; there is nothing I shall want.

The Lord is my shepherd; there is nothing I shall want.
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VERSES

1. He lets ___ me rest _______ in open fields ___ so green.
2. He is ___ my guide, _______ my shepherd and ___ my king,

1. He leads ___ me to ___ the quiet ______ streams.
2. and in ___ my fear ___ he offers ___ peace.

1. He gives ___ me strength ________ and
2. Though I walk ___ through ___ the valley, ___ I
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1. guides me in his ways. He renews his promise.
2. will not be afraid. You will protect.

1. isises each day. D.C.
2. me; I’ll be saved. D.C.